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AI/ML
Datasite provides features to improve
speed and efficiency throughout the deal
lifecycle by leveraging Natural Language
Processing (NLP), Artificial Intelligence and
Machine Learning to understand, organize
and review large amounts of unstructured
document content. Datasite’s experience
in servicing thousands of deals provides
foundational expertise for building these
AI enabled features.
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Model Training Process
The process for building new AI models begins with sound
understanding of customer pain points and insights from continuous
customer research. New opportunities are identified at the
intersection of customer needs and new possibilities enabled by
emerging technology. Building a useful AI model begins by acquiring,
analyzing and preparing the right volume and variety of data. This
drives training of AI models finally leading to model(s) that are ready
to be published and used. The next page outlines the key tools and
technologies that enable this process.
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AI/ML Tech Stack
AI research and model training environments leverage the
elasticity of the cloud. Initial research on a new problem starts in
the Experimentation Sandbox. Once the solution hypothesis for a
model is firmed up iterative feature analysis and model training is
done in the training environment. These two environments utilize
Azure ML service and Python frameworks for machine learning.
Once the model achieves desired stability accuracy it is published
and served in production environment using micro serves built on
enterprise middleware built on Pivotal Cloud Foundry.
Experimentation Sandbox
Model Training
Production Model Serving

Data Pipeline

Message driven data pipeline provides scalable data ingestion,
extraction and aggregation.
Transformer + Model Library Datasite’s library of data transformers
& template models built on mature ML libraries enable rapid
experimentation, extraction and aggregation.

Machine Learning Service
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AI/ML & NLP Foundation

AI Scientist Workbench Model development, data visualization and
annotation tools integrated with AIML foundation provide high
productivity workbench for AI scientists.

Prodigy

Infrastructure Cloud native ML infrastructure provides elasticity
to scale from rapid experimentation to large scale parallel data
processing and model training pipelines.

Azure | Python | Pivotal CF
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